‘It is new, and it has to be done!’: Socio-analytic Thoughts on Betrayal and Cynicism in Organizational Transformation
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Contemporary western organizations appear to be caught in neophily, i.e., a cult of newness and novelty. As traditional means of organizational transformation—and profit maximization in particular—have broadly proven insufficient or to have completely failed, contemporary capitalism has turned the Old into an antiquated object of hatred. As the Old, and thus the past, is split off, the New—because it is new—is guaranteed to be better. Organizational structures and processes that previously served as more or less reliable containers for both labour and capital are now regarded as old wineskins that have served their purpose and belong on the ‘scrapheap of history’.

This paper emanates from the working hypothesis that betrayal and cynicism, in the context of organizational transformation, cannot sufficiently be understood from a perspective limited to individual psychopathology but has to take the organization as a whole into account.
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‘Newness’ is a powerful rhetorical trope in the western civilization. We live in a culture that values new findings, new ideas and new clothes and where that which is old tends to be regarded as obsolete. (Eriksson, 2002: 10)

Issues of betrayal always involve central processes of change and stability in the moral and social boundaries of collectives of people and hence in their sense of belonging and identity. (Ben-Yehuda, 2001: 311ff)

Cynicism results when one is no longer prepared to experience betrayal, and it functions to immunize oneself against further injuries of this kind. (Teichert, 1990: 100)

INTRODUCTION

The idea of focusing this paper on the organizational function and meaning of betrayal and cynicism in the context of ‘the New’ originates to some extent from my experience of consulting to the ‘Social Democratic Party of Austria (SPÖ)’ a few years ago (Sievers, 2006). Many of the dreams shared during the Social Dreaming Matrix (Lawrence, 1998) referred to the participants’ experience of being severely betrayed by their political party. As this became obvious through their associations to the dreams, the Austrian Social Democratic Party appeared to have given up not only its original name ‘Socialist Party’ but also most of the essential ideas of socialism. The ongoing effort of their political party to pursue a policy of moderation in order to gain the centre and thus the majority of votes in the elections made
them suspicious and full of anger and rage. As one participant of the Social Dreaming Matrix expressed it: ‘We should fight against our corrupt party, a system that exists. I have lost the dream, the vision of what Social Democracy embodies. There is nothing more worth fighting for. What is important has already been accomplished; we don’t have to fight for it’ (Sievers, 2006). While the participants at first expressed their disappointment with the party leaders, they later realized that they were not only the betrayed victims but were also playing an active role in this betrayal of the idea of socialism.

Though this Social Dreaming example would be worth much further elaboration in the context of contemporary political betrayal in democracy at large, the emphasis of this paper is the broader issue of how the introduction and implementation of the New in organizational transformation often is met by the experience of betrayal that, in addition to many other reactions, may induce cynicism. This is, as one easily may assume, particularly the case if those at the top enforce the New by destructive social and managerial engineering. This paper thus focuses on some of the underlying organizational psychodynamics that result from the neglect, violence, persuasion, manipulation, and lack of thinking which often determines the social atmosphere of transformational processes and ventures in organizations.

Instead of dealing with the phenomena of betrayal and cynicism in the traditional frame as a psychic expression of ‘resistance to change’—a frame that primarily focuses on the inner world of individuals and their reactions towards organizational change—my attempt at understanding these phenomena as ‘social facts’ is guided by a socio-analytic perspective.3

The following thoughts thus emanate from the working hypothesis that betrayal and cynicism, in the context of organizational transformation, cannot primarily be regarded as the outcome of individual psychopathology. As these organizational transformations mainly are imposed and engineered by top management, the experience and reaction of betrayal and cynicism towards the New on the side of subordinate organizational roleholders have to be perceived as being socially induced; betrayal and cynicism are part of the organization as a whole and thus have an impact on its roleholders.

Though, as will be further elaborated, the implementation of the New is often accompanied by a splitting of new and old in the sense that ‘all that is new is deemed progressive and all that is old regressive’ (Gilmore, Shea and Useem, 1997: 40), I hope that the following thoughts are not seen as going from the frying pan into the fire by seeming to advocate a reverse splitting, i.e., only the old is good and the new bad.

As with previous topics I have studied (e.g., secrecy in organizations, competition as war, the economy of vengeance and the misuse of trust in organizations—Sievers, 1974, 2000, 2003a, 2003b, 2003c; Sievers and Mersky, 2004, 2006), there apparently is an enormous gap between the frequency with which social phenomena like betrayal and cynicism appear in everyday life and the attention actually paid to their scientific conceptualization and understanding. Not only is betrayal quite common throughout the history of mankind and found symbolically in many myths, narratives, literature (e.g., von Matt, 1989) and a variety of arts, we all obviously have a whole range of often tragic personal experiences of betrayal. ‘The consequence of betrayal in familiar contexts, is, as Luhmann has pointed out, that the familiar itself is shattered:….“A gulf opens up even with respect to things and people nearest to one, which doubt removes into a surprising strangeness” (1979: 33)’ (Akerström, 1991: 20). Whereas being the victim of betrayal results in the experience of disappointment of trust and may raise feelings of loss, anger, rage, despair, the desire for revenge, cynicism or even traumatization, acknowledging one’s own betrayal of an idea or towards others is not easy and is seldom accompanied by shame and remorse. Not least, ‘we are betraying ourselves; we betray what we once were willing to do and for what we have fought’ (Jaeggi, 1984: 302).

A first literature search gives the impression that betrayal is almost ubiquitous—an impression that may be confusing at first sight but makes further sense if one follows the wider

There is, both in contemporary fiction and non-fiction literature, not only an endless amount of books on the betrayal of love and adultery, but countless references to betrayal from a broad range of perspectives. Not only are spies, politicians, governments, the media, or the (Catholic) Church (e.g., Boston Globe, 2003) accused of betrayal. Other objects of betrayal include ‘the American man’ (Faludi 1999), American sovereignty and social justice (Buchanan, 1998), democracy (Lasch, 1995), modern work (Ciulla, 2000), the worker (Wolman and Colamosca, 1997), global public health (Garrett, 2000), freedom (Berlin, 2002), and not least confidentiality in psychoanalysis and psychotherapy (Bollas and Sundelson, 1995). And, not too surprisingly, there are also countless self-help and how-to-avoid books both by (amateur) therapists and organizational consultants (e.g., Reina and Reina, 1999; Zyman and Brott, 2004).

It well may be that since ‘one of the features of betrayal is its normality and commonness’ (Akerström, 1991: xii), it seems to have been broadly ignored as a topic of the social sciences. It is quite surprising that since Georg Simmel’s (1907: 3ff, 1908: 342ff, 1950: 294ff) explicit reference to betrayal as ‘the logical contrary to the secret’, sociology, with very few exceptions (e.g., Gresson, 1982; Akerström, 1991; Ben-Yehuda, 2001), seems to have been broadly silent on betrayal—and on secrecy (cf. Sievers, 1974; Ludz, 1979). Psychological and psychoanalytical inquiries in particular are also scarce and mainly restricted to a personal or interpersonal perspective, emphasizing the harm, the pain, and the trauma of the betrayed. This is equally true for cynicism. There is little literature that explicitly deals with it from a psychoanalytic perspective. From the few sources I have been able to make out—Reik, 1930/[1913]; Bergler, 1933a, 1933b; Sarnoff, 1960; Bonime, 1966; Eiguer, 1999—cynicism either is regarded as an expression of individual psychopathology or referred to in a pejorative sense.

As already mentioned and indicated by the first line of the this paper’s title, ‘It is new, and it has to be done!’ special emphasis will be laid on how, in the context of organizations, the introduction of new strategies, policies, and value systems is often experienced as betrayal. If they do not have means and capacities to deal in another way, people react with cynicism. This reaction seemed connected to the way in which the New is often praised and perceived as a panacea in the sense that newness and novelty per se are considered to be better than the Old. One example of the ‘It’ referred to in the first part of the title is ‘reengineering’, which is widely praised by Peter Drucker on the front of the book jacket of Hammer and Champy’s (1993) book on reengineering as a ‘manifesto for business revolution’.

To the extent that the experience of betrayal and cynicism predominates in organizations, the social bonds necessary for productive and meaningful work are damaged, which is most likely devastating for an organization’s success, profit, and shareholder value. Even though betrayal and cynicism are not new phenomena in relationship to organizational transformation, their contemporary predominance must—as will be further elaborated towards the end of this paper—partly be understood as part of the global psychotic dynamic created and maintained by the more recent financial service revolution.

**BETRAYAL AND CYNICISM IN PSYCHOANALYSIS**

**Betrayal**

Betrayal in the context of psychoanalysis has at least a twofold aspect. It is both the object of analysis and research as well as the content of extensive reproaches. Both Freud himself (in
the case of Dora—Freud, 1905) and other psychoanalysts have—for good or bad reasons—been accused of the abuse and betrayal of patients. As Westerlund (1986), for example, explicates, seduction and betrayal of patients have a long history.

As psychoanalysis (and psychology)—with their ‘retrospective, pathological bias which makes them apter for explaining the present in terms of the past’ (Rycroft, 1992: 17)—traditionally focuses on the individual, it is not surprising that betrayal in psychoanalysis mainly seems to be restricted to the context of self-betrayal and betrayal trauma. As Josephs (2001: 705) indicates, Freud (1919) made already ‘explicit that the child views parental intercourse as an act of infidelity, as sexual betrayal’. The ‘primal scene’ is experienced as a betrayal of trust that destroys the assumption of being the unique centre of the parents’ love and protection. The experience of betrayal may put the child in a kind of double-bind situation of being neither able to keep the full awareness of betrayal nor to ‘express’ it due to the (unconscious) fantasy of betraying its parents.

Following Otto Rank’s (1952/[1924]) thoughts in The Trauma of Birth, Carotenuto (1996: 9ff) regards birth-related betrayal as having a fundamental importance. ‘Our existence and our autonomy are conditioned because, even before we come into the world, we have already been invented, invented by parents who also were invented. Betrayal, therefore, is inexorably transmitted down through the generations’ (ibid.: 11)—Carotenuto is one of the few psychoanalytic authors whose understanding of betrayal explicitly focuses on ‘the vicious circle of betrayal, which is the family circle’ (ibid.: 35). ‘The primary context in which betrayal is experienced is the family, for it is in that nucleus that the first love pact is sealed’ (ibid.: 43).

Not acknowledging and thus betraying the experience of being deceived is one of the sources of betrayal blindness that every child ‘learns’ to some extent very early in the individuation and socialization process. Betrayal blindness is, as Freyd (1996: 193) puts it, ‘the systematic filtering of reality in order to maintain human relationships. It is the not knowing and not remembering the betrayals of everyday life and everyday relationships in order to protect those relationships. It includes the white lies—and the darker lies—we tell ourselves so as not to threaten our bonds’.

Self-betrayal, to which we all are prone to a larger or minor extent (Gruen: 1988; Hirsch: 1999), can be perceived as a form of perverted love. It is based on subjection and the denial of one’s own needs and desires in order to receive (parental) recognition and love (cf. Miller, 1996[1979], 1998[1981]; Winnicott’s [1965, 1967] notion of the ‘false self’). It most likely becomes chronic for those lacking the basic experience of being loved for one’s own self and who learned to subjugate themselves to their parents’ aspirations in order to earn their love. The betrayal of self is similar to a via reducta, a restriction of one’s own liveliness that tends to be sublimated by permanently proving imaginary superiority. This compulsion and adaptation ‘keep us from knowing ourselves and others fully. We end up fragmented both internally and externally—impoverished spiritually and socially’ (Freyd, 1996: 195). In its extreme case, self-betrayal may lead to a betrayal trauma, i.e., ‘the realisation that one had been deceived and led astray by one’s own forbidden but rationalised wishes, masquerading as one’s conscience’ (Josephs, 2001: 703).

‘The dread of betrayal trauma results in maintaining a constant state of suspicion in relation to whatever engenders a sense of trust and security’ (ibid.: 707). ‘Part of the humiliation of self-betrayal is that one sacrificed the integrity of the self for a forbidden bliss that in reality is not blissful after all’ (ibid.). As ‘betrayal phenomena are partially a consequence of violations of certain compromises that the oppressed had endured (if not accepted gladly)’ (Gresson, 1982: 10), betrayal thus is not only a matter of who betrayed whom but raises ‘the more profound questions of man’s capacity for forming successful social bounds and how they are broken’ (ibid.: 4).
Freyd (1994, 1996) especially focuses on the betrayal trauma of abused children, elaborating the quite curious blending of knowing and not knowing typical for betrayal and its traumatic escalation. ‘The survivor of childhood abuse who “forgets” and does “not know” about the abuse similarly has memory and knowledge of the event that surface in other ways: specific phobias, learned behaviours, a self-perception of being a “bad girl” or “bad boy”’ (Freyd, 1996: 4). The victim of a betrayal trauma also may be consciously or unconsciously facing the dilemma of being able to ‘afford to know about the betrayal but does not know that such awareness is safe’ (ibid.: 11). What Freyd (ibid.: 65) describes as the risk of a child in being fully aware of betrayal by a parent or caregiver, i.e., that it is ‘or may seem to be, a matter of life and death’, may, as will be elaborated later, be equally valid for roleholders in organizations. The amnesia of betrayal, implemented by both personal and interpersonal mechanisms, creates “information blockage” and a kind of knowing without knowledge (Brenneis, 1997: 449)—even though Freyd does not explicitly refer to Bollas’ (1987, 1989) concept of the ‘unthought known’, the proximity of her thinking is obvious.

Whereas elaborations on betrayal in psychoanalysis seem broadly restricted to its meaning for the individual, Bollas, the British psychoanalyst, significantly widens the frame of reference to the institutional and political realm. In his book, The New Informants, written with Sundelson, both authors describe to what extent institutional, legal and technical changes in the practice of psychoanalysis and psychotherapy have contributed to the betrayal of confidentiality in work with patients (Bollas and Sundelson, 1995). The analyst thus is in danger of becoming a cynic ‘exploiting for personal ends his patient’s need’ (Green, 1978: 187).

Psychoanalysis, despite its ongoing emphasis on the legacy of Freud and other early psychoanalysts (cf., e.g., Grosskurth, 1991; Sievers, 2001), has been in permanent fear of betrayal of the ‘doctrine’ since its very beginning; the excommunication of Carl Gustav Jung, Otto Rank and countless others as well as the founding of the committee of the seven rings are only some of the episodes and dynamics that illustrate this—it appears that the fear of betrayal is further immanent—and thus widely inexpressible—in psychoanalysis due to the specific socialization process of psychoanalysts and their transferences during the training analysis in particular.

Hillman (1964: 22), a Jungian, appears to be the only psychoanalyst who explicitly indicates the restrictedness of a psychological perspective on betrayal: ‘Betrayal … is too tragic an experience to be justified in personal terms of psychological mechanisms and motives. Personal psychology is not enough; analysis and explanations will not do’. Whereas most of the psychoanalytic literature appears to be limited to the traditional imagination of betrayal as sin, Hillman (ibid.: 21) refers to the possibility that ‘the capacity to betray others is akin to the capacity to lead others”—a turn of the notion of betrayal according to which it—as further elaborated by Krantz (2005)—actually could be understood as a kind of creativity leading to organizational survival.

Cynicism

It will hardly be necessary, in the present context, to remind us that Freud and psychoanalysis are often attacked for inherent cynicism not only by the ‘public’ but, in some cases, by Freud’s ‘followers’ (e.g., Karen Horney). Or, as Sloterdijk (1988: 295) puts it, Freud ‘erected a theory that makes us all, whether we like it or not, into kynics (if not even into cynics)’.

What is more important here is the impression that there is almost no explicit link between betrayal and cynicism in psychoanalytic literature. That the cynic in psychoanalytic literature is, for example, supposed to devalue in a nihilistic way what actually is of high value for him (Haubl, 2001: 99) may well be an expression of self-betrayal. This also seems to be the case if ‘the cynic is stated to possess an ethic of the negative, in which beauty is
trampled underfoot by linguistic acts permeated with the subject’s internal void’ (Eiguer, 1999: 671). To the extent that cynicism as a linguistic act is supposed to have ‘the specific purpose of serving as an alibi within a defensive strategy aimed at domination’ (ibid.), it equally may serve the self-betrayer as a means to prove imaginary superiority. ‘Any attachment would be futile, according to the cynic. If a human being seeks it out, the reason is weakness and the fear of loneliness and independence. Compassion, affliction and pain are no part of the cynic’s world. He takes emotional paralysis to extremes, but the ultimate object is to avoid feeling separation anxiety’ (ibid.).

‘The cynic sets himself up as the founder of a different law, which is terrible and terrifying for his fellow human being, who is his victim and sometimes his accomplice. He claims to be the superego, an exterminating angel; his superego does not impose itself on his ego, but “is” the ego, whereas the actual ego is projected “narcissistically” outwards’ (ibid.: 675). Eiguer (ibid.: 676) is convinced that cynicism ‘is not merely a marginal phenomenon, but that it fills a void in a psychic structure that does not allow the patient to displace and symbolise like the neurotic: instead, he is induced to construct theories for himself, to support them by argument, and to prove them by enactment’.

‘Cynicism is a subjective disbelief in the capacity of any human being to experience genuine friendliness or affectionate concern for another’ (Bonime, 1966: 155). This may be the reason why Eiguer (1999: 671) feels bound to regard cynicism as ‘a component of perversion’. ‘The patient gives the odd impression of possessing a sense of reality and intelligence, albeit coupled with a certain contraction of his interests, which are directed primarily towards his own projects of mastery. But his thought is stimulated preferentially when it has a cause to defend. In more general terms, this will involve the setting up of a doctrine on the universality of deceit and infamy. That is the crucible of cynicism’ (Eiguer, 1999: 677, original emphasis). ‘The acceptance of a cynical attitude…may help the individual to remain unaware that he actually harbors affectionate feelings towards others’ (Sarnoff, 1960: 132).

A SOCIO-ANALYTIC PERSPECTIVE ON BETRAYAL AND CYNICISM

As already indicated, one—if not the crucial—reason that psychoanalysis appears so inclined to a pejorative view on betrayal may be seen in the founding process of psychoanalysis itself and its early development. Amongst the early (male) followers of Freud, whoever dared to take up a different perspective on what might constitute the unconscious would run the risk of being seen as a traitor of the doctrine or—even worse—as someone who was betraying ‘the father’.

This seems to be similarly true for cynicism. Psychoanalytic perspectives on cynicism appear quite narrow and neglectful of its historical and societal implications. In addition, as Sloterdijk (1988, cf. 1984) indicates, they also ignore the history of ideas, which is constituent for psychoanalysis and its inheritance. Regarding psychoanalysis as being rooted in the Greek philosophical tradition of Kynicism as a form of Cheekiness (ibid.: 101ff.), psychoanalytic perspectives on cynicism not only devalue the meaning, charm, fascination and tragedy of cynicism but betray the character of psychoanalysis as a ‘thoroughly kynically inspired discipline’ (ibid.: 149). In its limited focus on the inner world of the individual, psychoanalytic conceptualisations not only seem to have lost sight of the fact that modern cynicism has dramatically changed since the First World War and its aftermath (ibid.: 122), but seem to have ignored the fact that cynicism could be seen less as a symptom of private melancholia and more as an expression of a deep hopelessness and despair due to betrayal, loss and disillusionment on the public and political level and thus on the role level of the citizen. As previous modes of consciousness have lost their value, evaporated through endless suffering and
substituted by defensive surrogates, cynicism has become ‘a conscious choice of unconsciousness’ (ibid.). ‘The discontent in our culture [Freud, 1930] has assumed a new quality: It appears as a universal, diffuse cynicism’ (Sloterdijk, 1988: 3). ‘Cynicism is one of the categories in which modern unhappy consciousness looks itself in the eyes’ (ibid.: 140).

Eiguer’s (1999: 673) assumption, for example, ‘that cynicism takes the form of a thought and that it fuels a strategy’ thus has to be seen much more as a social strategy than as an individual, private one. Understood from this perspective, cynicism as a social pattern fosters the supposition that the thoughts of the cynic are an expression of non-thinking or even ‘anti-thought’ rather than thinking in the Bionic sense (Bion, 1962, 1984/[1962]; cf. Hoggett, 1989). Cynicism thus further may be seen as a kind of asocial or perverse narcissism (Lawrence, 2003), which, as opposed to pathological, has to be seen as socially induced and re-enforced by the basic assumption of me-ness (Lawrence, Bain and Gould, 1996). Cynicism is thus an expression of the reification of the singleton (Turquet, 1975), a perversion of socialism; it reveals the radical, insurmountable loneliness of the individual in a society of competing monads and dehumanises man, who must exist in a human way only in relation to others (Fetscher, 1975). And even the underlying desire that at least the cynics in their cynicism would be able to maintain or establish some relatedness amongst themselves may but appear like the rhetoric of ‘workers of the world, unite!’—the equally antiquated and desperate illusion that the global workforce would be able to change its fate if it only would be able to express its solidarity.

We live in a time in which cynicism has become part of the social repertoire of coping with discontent in our culture. If we subscribe to Bion’s (1957; cf. Sievers, 1999) differentiation of the psychotic and non-psychotic parts of the personality, we may assume that all of us are prone to it. Instead of pathologically classifying someone as a cynic, we thus may assume that we all have cynical and non-cynical parts. Following this assumption, it can, from a socio-analytic perspective, be assumed that the extent to which one or the other part resonates or predominates may not primarily be a matter of individual ‘character’ but instead a reflection of systemic variables. That would mean that the actual scope and intensity of cynicism are an expression of the organizational context and the extent to which the actual experience of hopelessness and despair can or cannot be contained on the level of the respective social system. It thus is most likely that organizational role holders, who experience themselves as treated in a nonhuman way, reified into mere commodities or recipients of orders and unrelated to other role holders as well as to a common task, may consciously retreat into cynicism to protect themselves from being exposed to the predominating discontent.

Contrary to Bonime’s (1966: 155) psychoanalytic definition of cynicism as ‘a subjective disbelief in the capacity of any human being to experience genuine friendliness or affectionate concern for another’, cynicism from a socioanalytic stance may well be understood as a socially shared belief that either a particular organization or social systems in general do not have the capacity to allow their role holders the experience of genuine friendliness and affectionate concern for one another. Or, to put it another way, would one actually be surprised that inmates in today’s correction systems—long-term recidivists in particular—react with cynicism given the way they are treated?

Sarnoff (1960: 131) writes, from a psychoanalytic perspective, that the cynic projects into others the qualities that are constituent of himself, i.e. ‘being devoid…of genuinely altruistic motives’ and seeing both himself and ‘all men as being exclusively preoccupied with the gratification of their own power, security, or comfort’. From a socioanalytic perspective this would appear quite appropriate and realistic. This is especially the case when ‘the Other’ is a shareholder—or rather an anonymous mass of shareholders—with no concern other than increasing their shareholder value.
In a curious way, cynicism seems to resemble the unthought known (Bollas, 1987, 1989). On the one hand, it implies awareness or knowledge of despair and hopelessness while, on the other hand, the known despair is protected or excluded from thinking—and from experience. As opposed to the view that the indulgence of despair is the only road towards hope, the cynic seems to be convinced that a desperate defence against despair is the only way not to be defeated by it. The avoidance of the experience of what actually is known demonstrates the similarity between cynical and psychotic dynamics—both on the level of the individual personality and the organization.

In psychoanalysis cynicism is regarded as a form of behaviour and distorted thinking of the individual caused by certain childhood experiences related to self-betrayal and betrayal trauma. From a socioanalytic perspective, however, cynicism (and betrayal) must be regarded as socially induced by the organization (if not society or culture) and/or its respective dynamics.

THREE EXAMPLES OF BETRAYAL AND CYNICISM IN ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION

Through what has been elaborated in this paper so far, one might assume that betrayal and cynicism in organizations are purely recent phenomena, fueled by the cult of the New. In fact, however, cynicism and betrayal have long been regarded as organizational issues in social science literature (in the broader sense) and in less scientific, political or praxis-oriented literature. I will illustrate this using three different examples: (1) cynicism among US prison guards as an organizationally induced reaction to enforced organizational changes; (2) the disastrous impact of organizational changes on the lives of hundreds of thousands of veterans of the Vietnam War; and (3) the cynicism of members of the German Social Democratic Party in relation to the betrayal of its original mission.

(1) **Prison and police system**: Cynicism was at the center of an intensive debate in the prison and police system in the US at the end of the 1970s. As Poole, Regoli and Lotz (1978), Regoli, Poole and Shrink (1979), Poole and Regoli (1980) and various other authors indicate, corrections occupations and police forces are ‘a fertile breeding ground for cynicism’ (Regoli *et al.*, 1979: 185). Cynicism is regarded as a defence mechanism of the prison guards, induced by their experience of frustration and disenchantment related to the conditions of their job and role requirements. Cynicism increases to the extent that ‘prison guards’ work relations with inmates, fellow officers, and administrators deteriorate’ (Poole and Regoli, 1980: 303). They feel abandoned and betrayed by their superiors and administrators, who appear not to support their authority in role vis-à-vis the prisoners. As they also experience being abused by the prisoners and unsupported by their colleagues, ‘they realize no sense of accomplishment or purpose. In effect, their daily work is rendered meaningless’ (*ibid.*: 306). ‘In order to survive in a setting where the work relations at all fronts are either threatening or unsupportive, cynicism may represent the type of working ideology which at least ensures one’s own psychological and physical integrity. These concerns may be the only concerns over which the guard still maintains effective control’ (*ibid.*: 313).

As Poole and Regoli (1980: 312) indicate, the cynicism of prison guards revealed in their research was not least a reaction to the betrayal they experienced as ‘traditional prison roles have been affected by institutional reforms’. The new organizational structures, guided by a political movement to improve the rights of inmates and unilaterally implemented by top prison management, ultimately severely undermined the authority of the prison guards. As in some other Western countries where, in the context of privatisation of correctional institutions, inmates are turned from prisoners into customers (cf. Long, 1999), the guards felt left
alone and betrayed. Their former commitment to the double institutional task of rehabilitation and punishment was seriously in question. Prison managements were unable to provide sufficient containment for the role conflict of the guards and the undermining of their authority. Retreat into cynical withdrawal seemed the only escape from the insight that they themselves—and not the inmates—face ‘lifelong imprisonment’.

(2) Betrayal trauma in the Vietnam War: The extent to which betrayal and betrayal traumata in particular actually are induced in an organizational context further becomes obvious in a most striking way in the context of the military forces. Shay (1994, cf. 2003), in his quite shocking account of working as a psychiatrist with Vietnam veterans, describes how the experience of combat traumata in Vietnam has severely damaged and often ruined the future lives of countless veterans. (Shay estimates that about 250,000 people have been traumatised in this extreme sense in Vietnam.) He gives frightening evidence that most of these traumata had been induced by the organization and management of the military forces and the inherent cynical neglect of the dependency needs of soldiers, especially those in the lower ranks.

While the organization of armies in the past was based on a dependency culture (Bion, 1962), since the 1950s (under Eisenhower) the American Department of Defence ‘adopted and enhanced policies that…transformed the officer corps into business managers and technocrats’ (Vandergriff, 2002: 89). The transfer of the New—in the form of scientific management—from the business world into the army was further enforced by Robert McNamara, Secretary of Defence during the Vietnam War, who applied to the military forces what had appeared to be appropriate for his former employer, the Ford Motor Company. He was convinced that the ‘solution to any problem…was the use of systems analysis and cost-effectiveness comparative analysis’ (ibid.: 95). The prevalent tendency of ‘making the army a business’ (ibid.: 80) also fostered a personnel system that ‘produces a willing servant in the bureaucracy, the wrong type of officer to be a troop leader at any echelon’ (ibid.: 18).

To the extent that soldiers were to be treated like employees and workers, military leadership was unable to provide the containment required for combat, which is an inescapable matter of life and death. Countless soldiers experienced as betrayal the disastrous conditions enforced upon them by new and not yet adequately developed management and weapon technologies and reacted to them by betrayal trauma.

Some became preoccupied with the conviction that the US government had a vested interest that not too many of them would return home (Shay, 1994: 52). Others turned their indignant fury into irreversible rage. The betrayal of ‘what’s right’, a term which refers to the ancient Greek thémis (ibid.: 36), borrowed from Homer’s Iliad (which Shay compares to the Vietnam War in his book), is of a social kind; it hurts a person by the offence against ‘what’s right’ (ibid.: 57). Social betrayal has a most destructive effect on the feeling of continuity of values and ideals, ambitions, and activities. If certain important values are betrayed, ultimately the trustworthiness of all ideals or activities may be challenged (ibid.: 242).

I all too well remember how disconcerted I felt when, on a recent visit to a US veterans’ hospital, I noticed the appalling conditions in which the ‘inmates’ lived. The way these veterans appeared to me and how they were kept in custody did not leave me with the impression that the nation was grateful to those who once had risked their lives—and been psychically ruined. Only when I read Shay’s (1994, 2003) books some time after the visit did it become strikingly obvious to me that Vietnam veterans had been seen by part of American society ‘as losers and executors of a policy that had betrayed American ideals’ (Reemtsma, 1998: 10). It also confirmed another observation: ‘it is historically typical for returning American war veterans throughout our history to be ignored by the communities they returned to, rather than to be celebrated and cherished by them’ (Shay, 2003: 154).

Though I was not aware of it on the occasion of this visit, it is most likely that many of these veterans (the Vietnam ones in particular) apparently suffer from lifelong betrayal
trauma—sadly enough, it appears to be most likely that the severe political betrayal, on which the present Iraq war is based, will not spare many soldiers a similar traumatic fate.

(3) Social Democracy: Inspired by the experience of a Social Dreaming Workshop with the Austrian Social Democrats, I researched the early history of German social democracy. It became evident that German social democracy and its history during the relatively short period of the Weimar Republic is an even more dramatic example of organizational betrayal and cynicism.

As opposed to the two previous examples, where the New had been enforced upon an organization in destructive ways, the relatedness of the Old and the New and the inherent experience of betrayal and cynicism was different in the case of the suppressed revolution in Germany at the end of World War I. From its very beginning, at the end of the 19th century, German Social Democracy had to face the accusation of having betrayed its original target group, i.e., ‘the workers’. Even though the Weimar Republic as such was a period in which ‘fraud and expectations of being defrauded became epidemic’ (Sloterdijk, 1988: 483) and had a major impact on social and political life in Germany, the focus here is on the relatively short period after the end of World War I, in 1918, when ‘social democracy destroyed and hindered what was about to take place in Germany in those months: the Social Democratic revolution’ (ibid.: 432; cf. Haffner, 1995: 6).

The Social Democratic Party, led by Friedrich Ebert, the Reichskanzler (Chancellor of the Reich) and chairman of the party, squelched the revolutionary attempts of the workers, who to a major extent were either members or sympathizers of the party. Ebert was driven by the desire to reach hegemony for his party in the Reichstag in order to get a broad enough basis for enforcing social reforms and for improving the fate of the workers. As a result, he ‘placed the needs of organizational survival over adherence to doctrine’ (Lipset, 1962: 19; cf. Sloterdijk, 1988; Haffner, 1995).

This did not only contribute to the predominant social and political climate of cynicism during the Weimar Republic but seriously damaged the credibility of the Social Democratic Party up to the present. ‘The workers’, party members and sympathizers alike, have a deeply rooted suspicion that contemporary party leaders are not able to cope with the insuperable contradiction between being the party of the working class and the unemployed and the increasing conviction ‘that traditional working class politics had become obsolete in a world of globalized competition’ (Bernstein, 2005).

What has become clear from these three case examples is the often devastating impact that social betrayal can have both for an organization’s membership or workforce and for the organization as a whole. As the literature on the corrections system and Shay’s work on Vietnam veterans indicate, the deep feeling of betrayal and the ‘flight’ into cynicism or betrayal trauma on the side of organizational role holders can be understood as being socially induced by maladapted organizational transformations, i.e., by an inadequate reform of the authority structure and the role requirements of superiors and their subordinates and/or the adoption of management and leadership models that prove to be totally inadequate for the respective organizational task. The sketch on the Social Democratic Party is not only an indication of how deeply betrayals from earlier times last over time but also raises serious questions about its future and its ultimate survival.

**BETRAYAL AS A DEFIANCE OF MANDATED SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS**

Following Gresson’s (1982) paraphrase of betrayal as ‘a unilateral breaking of faith, oneness, affinity, or trust with another’ (ibid.: vii), betrayal in the context of organizations—and organizational transformation in particular—can, to a major extent, be understood as the ‘defiance
of mandated social relationships’ (Gresson, 1982: 3; cf. Elangovan and Shapiro, 1998; Koehler and Gershoff, 2003; Morris and Moberg, 1994; Scallen, 1993). It ‘destroys the fabric of the relationships that keep our organizations operating’ (Reina and Reina, 1999: 37). As betrayal always involves ‘central processes of change and stability in the moral and social boundaries of collectives of people and hence in their sense of belonging and identity’ (Ben-Yehuda, 2001: 311ff), the experience of betrayal often seems to be linked to change and to organizational transformation in particular. As some or most of the Old no longer is valid, organizational changes are most likely—to a greater or lesser extent—experienced as a loss and, in the extreme case, as deceit or robbery.

As many recent transformation processes in enterprises and corporations more or less appear forced down from top management—often with a high degree of violence (Stein, 2004)—it is but an irony that managements and management books in particular broadly propagate a ‘rhetoric focused on “commitment”, “loyalty”, and “trust”’ (Ciulla, 2000: 153). This not only seems to confirm one of my previous working hypotheses that ‘the attempt to engineer trust by management is an expression of an underlying denial of the loss of hope both with regard to the relatedness between organizational members…and the value and meaning of organizations’ (Sievers, 2003b: 24; cf. Sievers, 2003a, 2003c); it equally can be assumed that the inherent betrayal is further evidence of (top) management’s deep despair.

According to my own understanding and to the literature on the betrayal of work and the worker (Wolman and Calomosca, 1997; Faludi, 1999; Reina and Reina, 1999; Ciulla, 2000; Stein, 2004), the contemporary predominance of betrayal in organizations is a result of top managements’ contempt towards the workforce. Management strategies like downsizing, reengineering, outsourcing, megamergers, benchmarking, and various others, all of which promise more effective business processes, profits and efficiency, predominate. The reasons articulated are not only based on the conviction that workforces were often inflated in the past and thus require downsizing or slimming via ‘organizational anorexia’ (Stein, 2004: 426ff), they also reflect the contemptuous assumption that workforces have for too long lived in clover by profiting from life-long employment, high (pension) benefits, relatively low work-loads and increasing wages—an assumption that might have been true perhaps two decades ago but not today. Managements’ contempt towards ‘the worker’ is not a recent phenomenon but can be regarded as ingrained in the relationship since early times of industrialization (Sievers, 1994: 74ff; cf. Pelzer, 2005). The contemporary increase of contempt via betrayal suggests that top management groups cannot acknowledge the chaos and despair inside themselves and their managerial roles. Instead of accepting and containing their own inner chaos and despair resulting from their own unacknowledged limitations and their powerlessness to respond adequately to demanding environmental challenges, chaos and despair are projected both into the workforce and onto apparently inadequate former management tools.

It further can be assumed that the betrayal of workforces by top management is regarded by the latter as a justified response to the betrayal they have had to endure from the former for far too long. Although it is true that employees have to a more or less limited extent cheated their employers, e.g., by stealing or reducing their commitment to the minimum of what is required of them in their roles, top managements’ fantasy that employees have to be prosecuted and punished for their betrayal is a projection8 that ultimately serves to justify and legitimise their own behaviour as an unavoidable and adequate reaction.

BETRAYAL THROUGH ‘BETTERMENT’ OF THE NEW

Whereas in pre-modern times and ancient times in particular, the Old is generally considered to be better than the New, modern age has turned the hierarchy of time around. Since the 19th
century, ‘innovation has become a god to whom we are even today paying tribute day by day’ (Girard, 2004: 41). Striving for the future ‘also means to dissolve the links to the past and to break the supremacy of tradition—often in a quite violent manner’ (Koschorke 2004: 144). That does not only mean that newness and novelty have become the tropes of modernity but also the speed with which the New is becoming old has increased enormously. The ironic remark of Karl Valentin, a German comedian and actor of the first half of the 20th century, that there is nothing older than yesterday’s paper, has more and more become today’s reality. The half-life period of knowledge, the expiry dates and the life cycles of many of our products have shrunk drastically; in fact many products are made to expire!

As the future per se almost necessarily is supposed to be better, betterment has become the predominant doctrine not only for our private lives but also for science, education, health care, industry, and economy. The respective organizations and their role holders are under unimaginable pressure to adapt to the doctrine of betterment and to be devoted to the idea of progress. As there is almost no doubt that the New per se is better than the Old, newness becomes a value in itself, obliterating traditional ways of living and working and above all most of the values on which they were based.

Contemporary capitalism reduces social, political, and economic reality into money that, as Wolfenstein (1993; cf. Sievers, 2003a) has elaborated, has become a universal equivalent to all values and thus the standard of values in general. As money has lost its meaning and symbolization, what counted so far as ultimate values are reduced to ‘shareholder value’ turning shareholders into the only relevant and ‘legitimate “stakeholders” and reference group’ (Stein, 2004: 431). And as time is equally reduced into money, time loses its relatedness to the past; it is supposed to happen in the immediate present with the only function to increase future gains. As the Old, and thus the past, is split off (cf. Sievers, 2004), turned into an object of hatred, regarded as antiquated and supposed to be abolished, the New is supposed to give the guarantee to be better; it per se is promising a higher profitability and increase of shareholder value.

Whereas organizations—and corporations in particular—previously represented symbols of survival and immortality, due to their existence over generations and their offer of lifelong employment (Sievers, 1990, 1994), in contemporary organizations, ‘the face of death is the bottom line everywhere’ (Stein, 2004: 431).


Business process reengineering, with its rhetoric of ‘Don’t automate, obliterate’ (Hammer, 1990) or ‘Tradition counts nothing. Reengineering is a new beginning’ (Hammer and Champy, 1993: 49), is probably the most striking example of how the Old tends to be devaluated and abandoned in face of the New. More and more, and often with good reason, traditional means of organizational transformation and profit maximization in particular have proven insufficient or a total failure. The way reengineering has been marketed and accepted by a vast amount of enterprises in the 1990s seems to be the incarnation of a cult of the New. The ruthlessness, boldness, and naïveté with which it has been propagated—and implemented—would previously have appeared incredible. Reengineering is based on a total neglect and obliteration of the past in which organizations and enterprises in particular functioned as reliable containers for the owners and/or shareholders and for meaningful work.
The exclusive emphasis on the improvement of business processes and thus the optimization of profit and shareholder value reduces organizational reality to a monopoly game designed to maximize profits with the lowest amount of invested capital and the rationalization of technology and resources—including those that, in the rhetoric of personnel management, have long since been referred to euphemistically as 'human'.

In a metaphoric sense, the propagators of business process reengineering and many other management strategies seem to resemble the cynic, described above, who, in his sadism, is ‘demolishing beauty, of spirit and creations’ (Eiguer, 1999: 671), using a 'strategy aimed at domination' (ibid.: 672), being devoid of genuinely altruistic motives, and ‘essentially self-seeking along any scale of values held dear by the society of which he is a member’ (Sarnoff, 1960: 131). Remaining in the metaphoric frame of the cynic, as described in psychoanalysis and applied here to the propagators of management strategies, it is not too much of a surprise that Eiguer (1999: 671) regards cynicism ‘as a component of perversion’. Like cynicism, these strategies tend to take ‘the form of a thought and…fuel…a strategy’ (ibid.: 673) that, as indicated above, reflect a high degree of non-thinking. The propagators of those organizational and managerial strategies devoted to the cult of newness seem to be driven by a totalitarian-state-of-mind (Lawrence, 1995), leaving their subordinates with no choice other than acquiescence.

The biblical parable of the wineskins (e.g., Greeley, 2004; Weiler, 2004), i.e., that ‘no one puts new wine into old wineskins; otherwise the new wine will burst the skins, and it will be spilled out, and the skins will be ruined’ (Luke 5:37), is often used to illustrate the value of the New. The general assumption regarding this parable is that the new wine stands for a positive symbol and the old wine for a negative one. This, however, is not the interpretation of most wine connoisseurs and—as the theologian Eriksson (2002) convincingly indicates—is also not congruent with biblical exegesis. In Mediterranean ancient culture the Old was highly esteemed. The belief that the New is better is in itself based on a moral persuasion, which began in the 2nd century. Commonly used as proof that Christianity is better than (Pharisaic) Judaism, the parable has not only ‘served as a justification for the winning side in an ideological battle between Judaism and Christianity’ (ibid.: 13) but continues to be applied to the contemporary battle for organizational betterment and its devoted service of the cult of the New.

Betrayal, when realized, is a phenomenal existential feeling and experience. The world is no longer the same as before. As the New is often devastating, it raises all kinds of ‘negative’ feelings and not seldom despair. ‘Issues of betrayal always involve’, as Ben-Yehuda (2001: 311ff) puts it, ‘central processes of change and stability in the moral and social boundaries of collectives of people and hence in their sense of belonging and identity’. Betrayal reaches its climax when the New changes from an episode that might be ‘repaired’ later to a permanent reality, regarded as incontrovertible and infinite. As it is likely that the organizational strategies referred to above may soon be replaced by even newer ones—and thus by renewed betrayal—organizational role holders face even more of ‘the social production of meaningless and rage’ (Stein, 2004: 425, with reference to Faludi, 1999).

Those who are lucky enough to have survived a first (or even subsequent) round of downsizing and betrayal by devastating organizational transformation know full well that they could be the next victims. ‘The betrayal of trust and loyalty, the abrupt severing of the psychological/social contract, the utter discounting of human relatedness, the chronic condition of disposability, leads to self-protective measures, often unconscious, among workers and managers alike’ (Stein, 2004: 431), regardless whether they are among the survivors or not.

‘Over time, employees become cynical from the cumulative effect of these bruising betrayals and lose confidence in their organizations. Employees reach the point where they
expect to be betrayed’ (Reina and Reina, 1999: 6). The experience and emotional response of survivors to betrayal shapes not only their experience but also the organizational culture as a whole. In its worst case, it becomes tainted by the ‘survivor syndrome’ of managers and workforce alike.

THE IMPACT OF THE FINANCIAL SERVICE REVOLUTION

In the following section, I would like to emphasise the impact of a particular New on the contemporary dynamic, i.e., the financial service revolution. It can be assumed that underlying top managements’ projections into the workforce—that of chaos, despair and betrayal—is the contempt and betrayal that they experience, mainly unconsciously, from shareholders and from the financial analysts of the huge investment and pension funds in particular. The main ‘accomplishment’ of the financial service revolution is the broadly irrefutable fact that money is all that counts in today’s business world. Money, having become the measure of man means that (top) managers are not only obliged to follow the pied pipers and the tunes they are playing, but feel more controlled, disposable and thus replaceable than their predecessors. Corporate executives, at the mercy of shareholders, turn into mere henchmen of the major institutional investors and their managements. As further elaborated on a previous occasion (Sievers, 2003a), the financial industry sustains a vicious circle of psychotic projections and introjections sustaining a mutual collusion of defences against psychotic anxieties.

In the context of shareholder value frenzy, the value of an enterprise is reduced to a single monetary one, i.e., the shareholder value. This makes obsolete any other notion or quality. Organizations in the financial industry have no valency for anything other than the mandate they claim to have from their shareholders. The vicious cycle of psychotic transferences is not limited to the inner world of the financial industry but directly impacts other corporations and enterprises. To the extent that top corporate managements are in collusion with the institutions of the financial industry, they can be seen as having become the primary object of ‘defiance of mandated social relationships’ (Gresson, 1982: 3). This collusion appears to perpetuate the vicious circle of betrayal, as these top managements project the unacknowledged betrayal of the funds and their representatives into their own organizations and workforces. As the mandated relationship with the funds is tainted by defiance, top managements collude with the workforce to foster a relationship based on mutual distrust and betrayal. As contemporary managements appear to have no other choice than to adapt to the triumphant increase of the ‘cult of the share’, the new generation of top managers not only loses its historical autonomy but also perpetuates a psychotic circle in which everything that is not commodifiable is devalued and excluded—including its workforce, which is treated like any other resource for the exclusive sake of shareholder value optimisation.

Fuelled by psychotic anxieties and defences, the external reality in which the pension funds operate is characterized by a totalitarian mode of thinking and thus reduced to a universal money game. Limited to the dual logic of either winning or losing and played in a highly complex and ever speedier fashion, this game avoids any consciousness of greed, fraud or betrayal. In cynically ignoring any other value but that of money, the game maintains demoralization by affluence. Money has but a cynical valence (Sloterdijk, 1988: 315).

Although both shareholder value optimisation as ‘the new standard for business performance’ (Rappaport, 1986, original emphasis)—and thus the incarnation of the cult of the share—as well as the revolution of the financial service industry (e.g., Clark, 2000) have become crucial for business and capitalism in a global economy for more than a decade and thus, in a sense, are not really any longer ‘new’, they meanwhile have become ‘commandments’ for the betterment through the New, elaborated above. Not taking them into account or
offending against them has become a deadly sin in the global business world. To commit it almost equals eternal damnation in the sense of drastic decrease of shareholder value and ultimately bankruptcy or hostile takeover. In order to avoid this sin, top managements seem to be legitimised, if not encouraged, to regard almost anything that—according to the Ten Commandments—had previously been perceived as sin as a mere means for the improvement of profit and the increase of money. As Orwell (1956: 43) put it half a century ago, ‘money worship has been elevated into a religion. Perhaps it is the only real religion—the only really felt religion—that is left to us. Money is what God used to be. Good and evil have no meaning any longer except failure and success.’

As there is striking evidence that most new management strategies only contribute to raise the value of a firm for a short time, if at all (e.g., Wolman and Colamosca, 1997; Lurie, 1998), it is an irony and a paradox that every new attempt to ‘improve’ companies by the newest, more promising innovations further nurtures the vicious circle of betrayal. To the extent that the engineering of organizational transformation is ‘highly influenced and contaminated by brutality, sadism, indifference to suffering, and…magical thinking’ (Stein, 2004: 419), it is not too much of a surprise that employees, both lower management and the workforce, often and to an increasing extent, tend to react to the cynicism of top management by cynicism themselves. Cynicism results, as Teichert (1990: 100) puts it, ‘when one is no longer prepared to experience betrayal, and it functions to immunize oneself against further injuries of this kind’.

CONCLUSION

What I have attempted to elaborate so far is just a sketch; neither have I intended to give a complete overview on betrayal and cynicism in the context of organizational transformation, nor do I regard this matter closed. Looking at the predominating betrayal and cynicism in contemporary organizations from the perspective chosen here, one may have the quite pessimistic impression that the business world and working life are tainted by an endless accumulation of money. What broadly is propagated as the ‘new wine’ has become to an incredible extent poisoned by the ‘new wineskins’. For the sake of affluence and achievement of world market hegemony, this poisoning is broadly ignored by the main protagonists and profiteers. The immanent tragedy is hidden, disguised or denied by more and more betrayal and cynicism. ‘Modern bourgeois economic sciences are’, as Sloterdijk (1988: 315) states, ‘nothing other than a higher-level non olet. In the song of the praise to the free-market economy, modernized money, as capital, has found an appropriately modern form to declare its physical and moral odorlessness’.

The socio-analytic perspective applied here has been guided by the underlying assumption that the degree of betrayal and cynicism in the context of contemporary organizational transformation is partly an expression of a psychotic global dynamic, fuelled by the new financial service industry. It would seem to be a wasted effort to imagine how this dynamic might ever be changed.

It is difficult to imagine how, in the present context, a defiance of the mandated social relationship could be overcome to create hope for a significant transformation of organizational culture. What Teichert (1990: 24) states about the realm of interpersonal relationships seems to apply here, i.e., that to the extent that the ‘culprits’ are not prepared to take responsibility for their deeds, to show remorse or—due to shame—admit what they have done to others, committed betrayal cannot be overcome by a development of new trust. On the contrary, it leaves the betrayed ones in a state of permanent dependency on their betrayers, thus ‘immortalizing’ the betrayal.
How can one imagine that top managements and workforces will ever be able to admit that they are mutual traitors? Krantz (2005: 14) has offered the idea that ‘the capacity to betray from the depressive position [might be]…a developmental stage for managers and leaders’. He works with the hypothesis ‘that injury is more easily overcome, and the experience of guilt, anger and sadness more easily integrated, when the betrayal occurs in the broader context of institutional purpose’ (ibid.: 23). Using these thoughts, it seems to be more reasonable to imagine a reflexive strategy of betrayal, which can be contained, acknowledged and hopefully ‘overcome’ by leaders who have the capacity to work from the depressive position. ‘Containing the experience of betrayal and converting it into useful thought’ (ibid.: 26) under ‘normal’ conditions of organizational change requires a high amount of competence on the side of the leader. To change ‘psychotic betrayal’ to ‘depressive betrayal’ appears a Herculean task that requires almost superhuman authority, strength and confidence on the part of any leader prepared to face it.

If there is some truth to what Rycroft (1992: 19) states, i.e., that ‘hope is, in fact, something that circulates within that total, wider, system of relationships we call society’, then perhaps in future we can collectively generate further hope in parts other than the economic realm. Developing a ‘social matrix of hope’ (ibid.) may help us to overcome the current predominant economic and business matrix of betrayal. Even though the wheel of history ultimately cannot be turned back, we must be aware of the fact that the New does not necessarily imply better; we may have to continually remind ourselves of the original meaning of the parable of the wineskins, i.e., that ‘the old is better’ (Luke 5:39).

Differentiation between paranoid-schizoid11 and the depressive 12 dynamics offers a different perspective on the Old and the New than immaturely splitting them into regressive or progressive features (Gilmore et al., 1997: 177). Holding unshakably onto the Old or persisting in the frenzy of the New are both expressions of a psychotic dynamic. Neither position allows one to face the anxieties of the paranoid-schizoid position nor of the depressive one. Over three decades ago, Eric Trist (1972: 181, cf. 1997) stated that in order to foster positive societal growth, ‘a more thorough working through of the anxieties of the depressive position’ must take place. Trist’s position may provide a source of hope for overcoming the totalitarian-state-of-mind and the one-dimensional way of thinking characteristic of the cult of the New. The seductiveness of the idea that something must be done just because it is new may come from the unconscious desire to devalue what has been arrived at and to substitute chaos and discontent with the illusion of a future of order, efficiency, and happiness.
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NOTES

2. Social Dreaming ‘is a discipline for discovering the social meaning and significance of dreams through sharing them with each other’s. This is done by the deliberate and sustained method of free association and amplification through the Social Dreaming Matrix…. From the inception of Social Dreaming the systemic nature of
dreaming was recognized and affirmed. Not only do dreamers dream from their ecological niche but also they dream themes that are systematically related. Social dreaming is also a uniquely experiential discipline, which frees participants from their personal defenses that constrain free-thinking and interaction in ordinary social situations. Social dreaming can be used in organizational systems, professional communities, and consumer, focus and special interest groups’ (quoted from the text of the Social Dreaming Institute). Social Dreaming was founded by W. Gordon Lawrence in 1982.

3. Socio-analysis is defined ‘as the activity of exploration, consultancy, and action research which combines and synthesises methodologies and theories derived from psycho-analysis, group relations, social systems thinking and organisational behaviour’ and ‘social dreaming’ (Bain, 1999: 14).

4. Unthought known is a term which has been offered by the British psychoanalyst Bollas (1987, 1989). It refers to what ‘is known at some level but has never been thought or put into words, and so is not available for further thinking’ (Lawrence, 2000: 11–12). This knowledge cannot be grasped because it cannot be phrased in language or metaphor. As it cannot be thought, named, or put into an idea, it is acted out primarily in situations of high anxiety and chaos, which foster the exportation of the threat of internal terror.

5. The Committee of seven rings is “the “Secret Committee” of seven men, including himself, that Freud organized in 1912 “to maintain the faith and to search out deviance” from his principles. Freud charged Ernest Jones, Karl Abraham, Otto Rank, Sandor Ferenczi, Hanns Sachs and Max Eitingon with preserving his discovery and propagating it around the world. To seal their compact he gave each an ancient ring, thus closing the circle’ (Schneiderman, 1991).

6. Transference: the process by which an individual or social system displaces on to others feelings, ideas, etc., by which it relates to others as though it were some former object (cf. Rycroft, 1995/[1968]: 185ff).

7. Basic assumption me-ness (baM): ‘Our working hypothesis is that baM occurs when people—located in a space and time with a primary task, i.e., meet to do something in a group—work on the tacit, unconscious assumption that the group is to be a non-group. Only the people present are there to be related to because their shared construct in the mind of “group” is of an undifferentiated mass. They, therefore, act as if the group had no existence because if it did exist it would be the source of persecuting experiences. The idea of “group” is contaminating, taboo, impure, and, in sum, all that is negative. The people behave as if the group has no reality, and cannot ever have reality, because the only reality to be considered and taken account of is that of the individual. It is a culture of selfishness in which individuals appear to be only conscious of their own personal boundaries, which they believe have to be protected from any incursion by others. The nature of the transactions is instrumental, for there is no room for affect which could be dangerous because one would not know to where feelings might lead’ (Lawrence, Bain and Gould, 1996: 100).

8. Projection: ‘Lit. throwing in front of oneself. Hence its use in…psychoanalysis to mean “viewing a mental image as objective reality”. In psychoanalysis two sub-meanings can be distinguished: (a) the general misinterpretation of mental activity as events occurring to one, as in dreams and hallucinations; and (b) the process by which specific impulses, wishes, aspects of the self, or internal objects are imagined to be located in some object external to oneself. Projection of aspects of oneself is preceded by denial, i.e. one denies that one feels such and such a wish, but asserts someone else does…. Projection of internal objects consists in attributing to someone in one’s environment feelings towards oneself which derive historically from some past external object whom one has introjected’ (Rycroft, 1995/[1968]: 139).

9. Contrary to the traditional use of the term both in psychiatry and psychoanalysis, psychosis is understood here as a way of thinking. It is mainly through the work of Melanie Klein (1952, 1959) that the experience of anxieties of a psychotic nature is regarded as a constituent dimension of the normal development of infants, and equally constitutes a part of our adult world, rooted as it is in this early experience. To acknowledge psychotic anxieties and thinking as constituent parts of the development of infants and of human development—and thus of life in general—contributes towards a depathologization of psychosis and its respective anxieties (Young, 1994: 73ff). It is the notion of psychotic anxiety as the in-between state of the paranoid-schizoid and the depressive position which challenges me to use the notion with organizations. Social organizations and profit-oriented organizations, in particular, often seem to cover their internal anxiety level with a somehow curious, but nevertheless normal appearance.

10. Introjection: ‘The process by which the functions of an external object…are taken over by its mental representation, by which the relationship with an object “out there” is replaced by one with an imagined object “inside”’. The resulting mental structure is variously called an introject, an introjected object, or internal object’ (Rycroft, 1995/[1968]: 87, original emphasis).

11. Paranoid-schizoid position: ‘Psychic configuration postulated by Melanie Klein in which the individual deals with his innate destructive impulses by (a) splitting both his ego and his object-representation into good and bad parts, and (b) projecting… his destructive impulses on to the bad object by whom he feels persecuted. According to Klein, the paranoid-schizophrenic position constitutes the infant’s first attempt to master its death instinct and precedes the depressive position. Failure to leave the paranoid-schizoid position (i.e. to reach the depressive position) is responsible, in Klein’s view, not only for many schizophrenia and paranoid disorders, but also for obsessive difficulties…in which the “persecuting bad object” is introjected…, forming the core of the super-ego’ (Rycroft, 1995/[1968]: 125).

12. Depressive position: ‘A Kleinian concept. It describes the position reached (in her scheme of things) by the infant (or by the patient in analysis) when he realizes that both his love and hate are directed towards the same object—the mother—becomes aware of his ambivalence and concerns to protect her from his hate and to make reparation for what damage he imagines his hate has done’ (Rycroft, 1995/[1968]: 36).
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